Strategic Cloud Adoption (SCA)
Envisioning
Accelerate your Cloud Transformation
Journey
https://aka.ms/StrategicCloudAdoption

Accelerate your adoption of the cloud, by
creating a tailored Cloud Adoption
roadmap.
Shape the cloud journey for your specific
needs and context. Avoid known pitfalls.
Leveraging our technology and digital
transformation expertise to help remove
blockers, overcome challenges, and
provide a clear and actionable roadmap on
your way to the cloud.

Your team will work in an intensive rapid
envisioning style with Microsoft Services
architects. Together we will build a
roadmap that makes sense for your
organization.
This agile and flexible approach brings
together proven best practice and cloud
adoption patterns with a recognition that
no journey is the same for each
organization.

Principles

Listen and Discuss

Understand your business
objectives and strategy.
Prioritize potential
scenarios, understand
quick wins that meet your
business needs.
Identify strategic priorities
and transformational
initiatives.

Educate and Share

Share our expertise guiding
and supporting enterprise
customers on their cloud
journey. Educate and discuss
on key topics such as cloud
strategy, industry use cases,
security, open source and
DevOps.

Guide and Plan

Provide guidance on where to
get started and how to
accelerate to overcome
business challenges. Build a
joint plan on how to accelerate
the digital transformation for
your organization.

Scope
Listen

Learn

Plan

Next Steps

Gain understanding of
business objectives and
goals

Share our cloud
adoption experience,
patterns and best
practices.

Prioritize quick wins,
strategic initiatives,
transformational wins

Agree the long-term
vision and roadmap
of initial next steps
your organization will
prioritize as part of
your cloud strategy

Discover strategy and
requirements

Learn about
challenges, pain points
and current cloud
adoption state

Discuss the most
important topics for
your organization to
quickly and sustainably
benefit from cloud
services

Identify desired
outcomes and impacts

Build a joint cloud
journey

Agree next steps and
how Microsoft will
partner on your
journey

Sample SCA Envisioning Agenda
Cloud Strategy
Discuss and shape the digital strategy that drives and
enables digital transformation and distruptions. Identify
the vision and target state for your organisation

Data in the Cloud
What are your tactical and strategic options when moving
to the cloud. How do you enable new data led business
models while maintaining legacy data solutions?

Strategic Cloud Adoption
Share the Microsoft approach and how Cloud Strategy
requires a considered execution across multiple
technology areas, but also people and process.

Infrastructure in the Cloud
How do we build secure, high performing platforms in the
cloud?

Cloud Adoption Framework
End-to-end cloud adoption journey leveraging
frameworks, different migration approaches and cloud
architects and strategy teams.

Applications in the Cloud
How do you migrate applications to the cloud. How do
you start building cloud native applications now?
How do you equip your development teams to take
advantage of the benefits of cloud services?

Your Context
What are the specific adoption blockers and opportunities
for your organization.

IT Delivery in the Cloud
How do you organize your IT functions in a way that can
react to the need for speed and scale in the Cloud?

Microsoft Services

Scale your
solutions easily

Maximize your data and
system security

Leverage the
Microsoft ecosystem

We have the worldwide presence to
evolve your project from a small pilot
to global solution

We have a team of over 3,500
cybersecurity experts committed to
meeting your security needs

We assemble the right group of
experts and partners for every project

Work with a group who
understands your business

Benefit from
ongoing support

Collaborate with
product experts

We have a track record of working with
large, global organizations to
overcome unique challenges

We deliver results that last with
integrated, end-to-end support across
the solution lifecycle

We connect with the teams that design
and build Microsoft technology

Next steps: Connect with Microsoft Services to learn more about how we can help you adopt Azure.
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